How *Grace and Frankie* Inspired Brooklyn Decker’s Bathroom Tiles

The star of the Netflix show liked the on-set decor so much, she put it in her own home
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Last year, *Architectural Digest* toured the North Carolina home of Brooklyn Decker, her husband, tennis star Andy Roddick, and their two children. Inside their onetime rustic mountain retreat (their main residence is reportedly in Austin, Texas), the decor is cozy yet elevated, with plenty of rich wood, luxurious leather, stone, jewel-like green and blue tones, and interesting accents, including a stained-glass window. It is a home with a clearly defined design aesthetic throughout, and the designer who created it is none other than Decker herself.

Knowing that the *Grace and Frankie* star has an eye for interiors, we wondered if she had an opinion about the homes in the hit Netflix show, which returned with season six on January 15. Unsurprisingly, she had plenty to say about the decor styles of the main characters, Grace (Jane Fonda), Frankie (Lily Tomlin), Robert (Martin Sheen), Sol (Sam Waterston), and even her television sister Brianna (June Diane Raphael). Below, find out which space on the show she finds to be the most stylish, which one she straight-up copied in her own home, and which she’d change if she had the chance.
**Architectural Digest:** Do you have a favorite home on *Grace and Frankie?*

**Brooklyn Decker:** Yes, my favorite set is Frankie’s studio. It is so meticulously designed and everything is real, even down to the crusty drying paint on the walls. It is beautiful. But because that’s not really a home, I’d say Robert and Sol’s house is probably most in line with my aesthetic. It’s sort of eclectic, it’s a little bit masculine. It’s a little darker. It just has a little bit of funk to it. As a matter of fact, they have these painted encaustic tiles from Granada Tile in their kitchen, and I liked them so much I ended up buying them for my son’s bathroom. So I draw inspiration from that space.